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The Strategy and Projects of Energy Community Interest (PECIs): a 2-step approach

Developing the Strategy via:

- listing the regional objectives and actions of the EnCTy;
- comparing these with the national policy plans;
- summarizing the supply/demand outlook both on national and regional levels;
- delivering a regional analysis;
- establishing the framework for identifying PECIs.
The Strategy and Projects of Energy Community Interest (PECIs): a 2-step approach

Identifying the PECIs via:

- agreeing on the main criteria (input from Strat.)
- agreeing on the weights for each criteria/metrics
- establishing project questionnaire and collecting data from project promoters
- contracting consultant/expert to carry out market analysis and the evaluation of projects (based on TF criteria/metrics)
- proposing tools to foster PECIs
- identifying PECIs
The preparatory project identification process

PECI identification process in EnCTy
– PREPARATORY WORK 2012

Energy Strategy
- Basis for PECI candidates & data/CBA

Regional market analysis to support evaluation

Task Force
- Agreeing on the metrics and their weights
- Determine data need for application of criteria (project fiche template)
- Decide on ToR for consultant/expert

Project promoters/TSOs
- Propose candidate PCIs based on project template

Consultant
- Evaluation of projects based on metrics
- Report to Task Force with project scores and list

Task Force
- Interim report by consultant on submissions, missing data etc.

Task Force
- Policy tools to foster PECIs - discussion

Consultant
- Approval of project list (with additional info from consultant if needed)
- Decision on policy tools for PECIs

July 2012

By September 2012

By December 2012

By May 2013

2013

PHLG/MC endorsement – EnCTy-wide PECI list
The PHLG is invited to:

- endorse the Energy Strategy

- endorse extending the mandate of the Regional Energy Strategy Task Force, which should be mandated with screening and identification of Projects of Energy Community interest and

- endorse recommendations for possible policy measures to create a favourable framework/foster the development of the future projects of Energy Community interest.
Thank you for your attention